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As a company, we truly understand the needs
of both, our business partners and the consumers. Since 60 years we have been consistently meeting market demands. Not surprisingly,
confidence in our brand and customer satisfaction are essential parts of our corporate philosophy. Both consumer benefit and customer
satisfaction significantly influence our project
analysis, product development and project implementation. Based on functional innovations,
product design and our experiences we stand
by our motto “Customer Satisfaction First“.
For us, this means to offer our partners products and services that can be smoothly integrated into the construction project and ultimately create an added value for the building.
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From an idea to a modern living space
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Student residence Berlin,
245 accommodation units

Expertise and know-how.
To run a successful contract furnishing business, much more than expertise in furniture manufacturing is needed. Throughout the entire project, expertise in areas such as project management, the integration of service providers and distribution are just as important.
From planning and development, to the design and prototyping, production and procurement
all the way to logistics, assembly and the final inspection; the successful completion of every
step is vital. Just like in a high performance gear mechanism, all the cogs in the gearbox need
to mesh to produce the desired results.
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Looking ahead
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New opportunities thanks to modern technology.
Would you like to see the final results of your construction project before it is built?
Virtual Reality (or Augmented Reality) allows us to do just this. We use modern technology to let you experience what the accommodation will look like while it is still
being built. The project can be viewed from a 360° perspective as well as a live interactive walk through the building. By using these virtual helpers we can ensure highest
planning reliability and increase cost efficiency to its maximum.
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From prototype to series production.

To successfully implement a holistic planning
concept, factors such as customer needs, added value for the apartments, optimal usage
of space and functionality are crucial.
Through decades of series production for our
business partners in furniture sectors such
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as ‘young living’, apartments and office furnishings, we have been continuously looking
into the latest surface materials and furniture
design trends. We adapt our knowledge to
perfectly match the specific demands in contract furnishing.

Student residence Berlin,
212 accommodation units
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Our part of the solution.
The forecasts for the future are clear. All official
surveys predict similar scenarios regarding the
future housing situation in Germany: The traffic
situation in metropolitan areas is close to collapsing and the number of single households is
increasing. The German Federal Statistical Office
predicts that in 2030 almost 43% of German
households will be single households. There are
not enough one- or two-room apartments in
large cities such as Berlin, Munich or Hamburg.
In short, housing is scarce. This might sound like
the beginning of a science fiction novel but it
also presents a great opportunity for investors,
architects and property developers.

Never before has there been such a high demand
for innovative concepts to re-design our city centres. Micro apartments are part of the solution
and our response to affordable accommodation in
central locations.

Micro apartment, Berlin,
264 accommodation units
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Network is king.
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After a comprehensive planning phase we start implementing your vision and ideas. Always aiming to find the
perfect furnishing solution while at the same time being
cost-effective. We work with a large number of technicians, suppliers and service providers that are highly committed to the success of each and every project. Project
management is our passion; we coordinate contractors,
adhere to the timetable and relentlessly work on the successful completion of your project.

Micro apartment
IMM Cologne
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Student apartments, Hamburg,
370 accommodation units

Visible quality.
Attractive design and smart interior fittings 1 while maximizing functionality. This is how we approach each
piece of furniture to meet the demand and needs of the user.
Decades of experience with furniture systems have shaped an efficient product range 2 .
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Metal fittings, shelf pegs and
extension slides.

4

Wooden doors fitted with wide
opening 270° fittings.

5

Individual solutions for storage space
and space-saving interior concepts.
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Student residence Tübingen, 54 accommodation units
Hotel furnishing Cologne
Student residence Hamm, 181 accommodation units
Micro apartment Bremen, 546 accommodation units
Student residence Frankfurt, 382 accommodation units
Boarding house Dieburg
Student residence Paderborn, concepts Papenbreer, 118 accommodation units
Student residence Marl, 100 accommodation units
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Solution-oriented thinking – we master challenges.
Open-plan office in Rietberg,
33 work stations
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Many decades of experience in furniture production and our affiliation with furniture
associations and retailers result in synergies that benefit our furnishings, making röhr
a strong and reliable partner.
We ensure that all project stages are perfectly aligned, from our in-house prototype
development to assembling the furniture in your property. This strategic procedure
allows us to create individual solutions for our clients.
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Individual furnishings.
A large variety of plate decors, various types of table frames and modern handle
variants complete our furniture range. Chose your favourite parts and create your
individual furnishings. As a reliable business partner, we can offer you an all-round
package that fulfils all of your furnishing needs.
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Professionell bis ins Detail.
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Safety tested technology

Meeting all demands. Electrically powered height-adjustable desks:

Variable height adjustments from 64 cm to 128 cm
Motorised height adjustment for all desk types (including free form)
Each desk unit can carry up to 100kg weight
Safe stand: sturdy metal frame with height adjustment screws in the base
All metal elements are powder-coated in aluminium colour
Easy operation: easily accessible control buttons underneath the desktop edge
Control element with or without memory function
Pleasant operation: Noise level - extremely low
Maximum legroom with no crosspiece in the way, also suitable for wheelchair users
Integrated within the table legs are two synchronized motors, which allow for a smooth
height adjustment, operating at a speed of 40mm/s
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Custom design options
and series production

.

Combining standard furniture and custom designs
allows for a highly efficient cost-effectiveness calculation.
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Selection of colours

When planning your furnishing project,
you can select one of the many types
but also freely select from a large variety of colours for both furniture fronts
and furniture.
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We only leave,
once the customer is happy.
For generations, röhr has been manufacturing German made office and contract furniture. Durable surfaces and flawless workmanship ensure high quality furnishings.
We are known for on-time delivery and a
smooth workflow during the construction
phase. Our customers value the impeccable
service and our extensive experience with
furniture systems. We will do everything to
meet your demands and we are only happy
if our customers are satisfied with our work.
If you have any questions or would like to
make an appointment, please feel free to
contact us.
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Reliable distribution
and optimised process chains.
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Each construction project has its unique requirements
and comes with specific conditions on-site that need
to be first observed and then taken care of. A solution-oriented approach and result-oriented implementation help our skilled workers to play their part in the
timely completion of your building project.
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